
Monday 4th October  - Zoom check-in at 9:30,   Google Meets (live teach) from 11:10 to 1pm.
Reading
(30 min)

Writing
(30 min)

Maths
(30 min)

ART
(30 min)

Focus: Revisiting Connections.

Text to Self Connections.
1/ Watch this short clip on BTN -
https://www.abc.net.au/btn/newsbreak/bt
n-newsbreak-20210922/13553600

a)Can you connect to the emotions
demonstrated, or spoken about, on the
short Newsbreak segment?  b)Did you feel
the earthquake over the holidays? c) How
did you react? d)What did you think? e) Did
you want to know more and turn on the
news, or did you move on and continue on
with the day? Add your responses to the
task set on Google Classroom.

2/ Reading Eggs. I have set an assignment
for you to read 4 chapters (pages) of the
Information Report on Earthquakes. Make
sure you complete the quiz on each chapter
and then complete the connection
questions on Google Classroom.

There will be a focus group at the end of
Zoom for all Grade 4’s (9:50’ish) in regards

to this activity.

Focus: Free writing;  theme - holidays!

We were lucky, we didn’t have a lockdown

holiday, instead, it was a holiday with

restrictions …
What were the pro’s and con’s for you?

What would you like to share?

Did you:

● escape to another regional

destination?

● have local adventures?

● sleep in and enjoy the rain on the

roof?

● work at the market and fundraise?

● notice the earthquake?

Was the holiday fun/ exciting / boring / crazy /

interesting / busy / quiet?

Rather than use all these suggestions and tell

me about every day, make ONE MOMENT

interesting!

You can choose to write your holida� fu� in

any writing genre: recount/ letter/ poem (no

acrostics thanks!) / narrative / information

report.

Grade 6’s - We have a 11:15 Google Meets

session for writing.  Your focus today is your

GRADE 6 Graduation Banner!

Focus: Having fun with numbers - (and
practicing place value and subtraction.)

D.R. Kaprekar, an Indian mathematician,
discovered a clever number trick that you will
now try out.  The number is 6,174 and is
known as “Kaprekar’s Constant”.

This is how the trick works:
1. Choose any 4-digit number, as long as at

least one of the digits is different from
the others. (So not 1111/ 2222, etc.)

2. Rearrange the digits to make the largest
number possible and the smallest
number possible. (For example, if my
number is 3702 the largest possible
number is 7320 and the smallest is 0237.)

3. Subtract the small number from the large
number. (7320 – 0237 = 7083)

4. Repeat the process again with the
answer (7083). Rearranging the digits to
get the largest and smallest number and
then subtracting. (8730 – 0378 = 8352).

5. Continue repeating the process.

Within 7 repeats of this process you will reach
the number 6,174 – Kaprekar’s Constant.
(Example continued: 8532 – 2358 = 6174)

Try it a few times, which number can you do
within 7 steps, 5 steps or 3 steps? Why do you
think this happens? Submit on Google
Classroom. More on Studyladder, if you want
extra maths! Grade 5’s - 12:00 on Google
Meets for Focus Group.

Inspired by the artist Karla Gerard,
create your own colourful Village.
Watch the YouTube clip below and
create your own village.

A Colorful Village! - YouTube

https://www.abc.net.au/btn/newsbreak/btn-newsbreak-20210922/13553600
https://www.abc.net.au/btn/newsbreak/btn-newsbreak-20210922/13553600
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CnQuadGUOR4&t=20s


Tuesday 5th October Zoom check-in at 9:30,   Google Meets (live teach) from 11:10 to 1pm.
Reading
(30 min)

Writing
(30 min)

Maths
(30 min)

MUSIC
(30 min)

Focus: Text to WORLD Connections.
Continue with Reading Eggs. I have set an
assignment for you to read another 4
chapters (pages) of the Information Report
on Earthquakes. Make sure you complete
the quiz on each chapter and then
complete the connection questions on
Google Classroom.

These statements will help you think
about text to world connections:
● This line “quote...” in chapter 4

reminds me of another book I
read, it was based on…

● This section “quote” in chapter 6,
reminds me of [event in history]
because….

● This section “quote” in chapter 5
reminds me of [current event,
global issue] because

● This information “quote” is
similar/different to [world event] in
the news because…

Grade 6’s - Focus Group after our Zoom
check in.

CARE, LEAD, ACHIEVE.

Kongwak’s new school motto!

Thankyou for voting last term, this
motto was a clear winner, with both
you, the students as well as the parent
community!

When we come back to school, we will
have a multiage session where we will
put together a few slides, or videos, of
what CARE, LEAD, ACHIEVE looks like
at Kongwak PS.

To prepare for this - we want your
words, voice, understanding.

Please write what YOU think each

word looks like at Kongwak PS. At least
a paragraph for each.

What does CARE look like at KPS?

What does LEAD look like at KPS?

What does ACHIEVE look like at

KPS?

Think of it like speech writing. How do
you entertain, as well as inform?
Don’t forget to edit your work before
sending it to me on Google Classroom.

12:00 - Grade 5’s - Focus Group on Google
Classroom.

Focus: Introducing Percentages

Go to Google Classrooms. Click on the
Slides and complete Tuesday’s
percentages  slides.

Then - Bankaroo!

All of you received a holiday bonus
yesterday, from the Utopitown Banker.
5% tax needs to be paid from this
amount. NOT, your job keeper money,
just the holiday bonus. All of you
received different amounts,
depending on remote learning efforts
term 3. Look up the amount you
received yesterday and calculate 5%.
Then pay Banker online- tix and fines.

Grade 4’s - Focus Group at 11:15

Google Music Lab

Navigate to Songmaker

Create a song by clicking notes into the
grid.

The top section of the grid can be used for
high notes, and the lower section of the
grid for low notes.  There are two rows of
dots at the bottom for creating a rhythmic
pattern.

Create a Melody that can demonstrate:

- visually melodies that move by step or
leaps
or
- Compose simple rhythmic patterns in
two parts
or create a pattern that demonstrates high
vs low pitches



Wednesday 6th October Zoom check-in at 9:30,   Google Meets (live teach) from 11:10 to 1pm.
Reading
(30 min)

Writing
(30 min)

Maths
(30 min)

Well Being Wednesday
(30 min)

Focus: Text to Text Connections.

Read the article below (you will be using it
in your maths activity also)
https://www.kidsnews.com.au/animals/res
earch-shows-land-insect-numbers-are-fallin
g-and-putting-the-worldsecosystems-at-risk
/news-story/0dec51594ee7a5965758ac390
5e32793

To make text to text connections you
can look at the similarities and
differences of author/illustrator, genre,
main idea, theme, characters, plot,
message/lesson, vocabulary and others.
To show an understanding of text to
text connections, you should be able to
verbalise or write what the connection
is, using evidence.

These statements will help you think
about text to text connections:
● This quote “....” reminds me of

[book/movie] because…
● This “quote/picture” is

different/same as [book]
because…

● The statistics in this article remind
me of [book/ article] because…

● The “text/pictures” remind me of
[author/illustrator] because…

Grade 5’s Focus Group after Zoom

Historical Fiction

What is historical fiction?

It’s an imaginary piece of writing based
on a historical event. The characters are
fictional but the story takes place in a real
time and place in history (nonfiction).

Watch this video which explains what
historical fiction is.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n4gh

7Brl1fs
Examples of some historical fiction that
you may have read include:

● My Story series
● Australian Story series
● Horrible Histories series

Brainstorm the different historical events
that you could write a fiction piece on.
You don’t need to know much about the
event. Ideas include - any war, Amelia
Earhart crossing the Atlantic, first moon
landing, convict on the First Fleet  or
Cyclone Tracy in Darwin.

Hand in a Google Doc with your
brainstorming, or a picture of your efforts
in the workbook.
Grade 4’s - Focus Group at 12:00 Google
Meets

Focus: Understanding data, as a percentage,
and transferring into tables and graphs.

Reread:
https://www.kidsnews.com.au/animals/resea
rch-shows-land-insect-numbers-are-falling-an
d-putting-the-worldsecosystems-at-risk/news-
story/0dec51594ee7a5965758ac3905e32793
and jot down all the statistics in the article.
Can you create a table to format these
statistics?

Find a single point of interest and think about
how you could display the percentages to
make it easier to read?
What would you use? Pie Graph? Line Graph?
Column Graph?

For example:
Land dwelling insects population drop in the
past 30 years compared to the next 30 years?
OR
Land dwelling insects population drop in the
next 30 years compared to freshwater insects
population increase?
OR
Freshwater insect population, increasing 11%
each decade. If there were 2000 freshwater
insects, what would the increase be every
decade?

Take a photo of your workbook  and send it
into Google Classroom.
Grade 6’s 11:15am - Focus Group on Google
Meets.

At home today, spend some time cleaning

your bedroom, sorting rubbish, cleaning the

chook house, weeding the front garden,

planting or cooking some veggies… think

about how you care for our Earth.

OR - Kongwak Market:
For the rest of this term in art,  we are going
to make things to sell at Kongwak Market. You
could use this time to get crafty and practice
your skills. .

Remember when Abby taught us macrame in
Art Skill share sessions?
Imagine if you created a macrame key ring or
plant hanger to sell?

https://mymodernmet.com/modern-ma
crame-guide/

All you will need is string or wool and
a stick.

https://www.kidsnews.com.au/animals/research-shows-land-insect-numbers-are-falling-and-putting-the-worldsecosystems-at-risk/news-story/0dec51594ee7a5965758ac3905e32793
https://www.kidsnews.com.au/animals/research-shows-land-insect-numbers-are-falling-and-putting-the-worldsecosystems-at-risk/news-story/0dec51594ee7a5965758ac3905e32793
https://www.kidsnews.com.au/animals/research-shows-land-insect-numbers-are-falling-and-putting-the-worldsecosystems-at-risk/news-story/0dec51594ee7a5965758ac3905e32793
https://www.kidsnews.com.au/animals/research-shows-land-insect-numbers-are-falling-and-putting-the-worldsecosystems-at-risk/news-story/0dec51594ee7a5965758ac3905e32793
https://www.kidsnews.com.au/animals/research-shows-land-insect-numbers-are-falling-and-putting-the-worldsecosystems-at-risk/news-story/0dec51594ee7a5965758ac3905e32793
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n4gh7Brl1fs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n4gh7Brl1fs
https://www.kidsnews.com.au/animals/research-shows-land-insect-numbers-are-falling-and-putting-the-worldsecosystems-at-risk/news-story/0dec51594ee7a5965758ac3905e32793
https://www.kidsnews.com.au/animals/research-shows-land-insect-numbers-are-falling-and-putting-the-worldsecosystems-at-risk/news-story/0dec51594ee7a5965758ac3905e32793
https://www.kidsnews.com.au/animals/research-shows-land-insect-numbers-are-falling-and-putting-the-worldsecosystems-at-risk/news-story/0dec51594ee7a5965758ac3905e32793
https://www.kidsnews.com.au/animals/research-shows-land-insect-numbers-are-falling-and-putting-the-worldsecosystems-at-risk/news-story/0dec51594ee7a5965758ac3905e32793
https://mymodernmet.com/modern-macrame-guide/
https://mymodernmet.com/modern-macrame-guide/


Thursday 7th October Zoom check-in at 9:30,   Google Meets (live teach) from 11:10 to 1pm.
Reading
(30 min)

Writing
(30 min)

Maths
(30 min)

SPANISH
(30 min)

Reading Historical Fiction!

Focus: Text to Media Connections (as
well as connecting with our writing focus.)
On Reading Eggs there is an assignment for
the Historical Fiction, Surviving the San
Francisco Earthquake.  4 chapters are

assigned, the book’s
formatting is comic.

Text to media
connections are
becoming more
common as we spend
more time using
technology. Text to

media connections involve connecting
what you have read with things you
have seen or heard on any form of
technology. It could be a connection
you make to a song, a movie or
something you have seen on TV.
These statements will help you write your
text to media connections:
● This reminds me of a movie I’ve

watched called…
● I saw something similar to this on a TV

show called…
● In the song…, it says … I can connect

to this because…
● On the news recently it was

reported…
● This reminds me of a show I watched

on TV where…

Grade 4’s focus group after ZOOM

Historical Fiction - Focussing on

RESEARCH

You are going to research a moment in
history that you would like to write a
fiction piece on. It can be an event that
you already know about or it could be
one that you know very little about.

Try to find information from reliable
websites. You may also have books at
home that you can find information in.

You only need to take notes. When taking
your notes, do not copy the text. Write
your notes in your own words. Remember
that notes are not full sentences. They are
keywords or phrases. 30 minutes of notes
can be a lot of detail. The more notes
today, the easier it is to start tomorrow.

Take notes on:
● people/names
● places
● dates
● what happened
● languages spoken
Hand in the notes that you have taken.
Create a Google Doc or take a picture of
your notes.

Grade 6’s focus group, Google Meets at 11:45

Number Warm Up:
In this pyramid, each number is the sum
of the two blocks it is sitting on. Use
addition and subtraction to help you fill in
the missing numbers.

Then go to Google Classrooms. Click on
the Slides and complete Thursday’s
percentages slides.

How to play

Grade 6’s focus group, Google Meets at 12:00

La ciudad – The city

This Term we are going to be learning all
about the city/la ciudad.

Think about the place you live in. What
are the different shops and city buildings
you can find there?

Check the image below and write a list of
them in Spanish. Where is your favourite
place to go?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WtAIyOBchn8


Friday 8th October Zoom check-in at 9:30,   Google Meets (live teach) from 11:10 to 1pm.
Reading
(30 min)

Writing
(30 min)

Maths
(30 min)

Physical Education
(30 min)

Reading Historical Fiction!

Focus: Text to all types of connections
(as well as connecting with our writing
focus.)

The next 4 chapters of the historical
fiction, Surviving the San Francisco
Earthquake are assigned on Reading
Eggs.

Read the rest of the book and using
your knowledge of deep connections,
write at least two connections you can
make for each

● Text to Self
● Text to text
● Text to world
● Text to Media/Technology

Please submit on Google Classroom.

Historical Fiction

You are going to write a narrative for your

first historical fiction.

Try to remember the correct structure

and devices for a narrative:

● beginning, middle, end

● sizzling starts

● problems/solutions

Write a rough draft of your first two or

three paragraphs.

A historical fiction piece needs to be

based on facts! For example, you cannot

have a robot in your piece of writing if

your historical event is based on the

Trojan War. Write about topics that would

have happened at the time - the Trojan

War leader would not have received a

text from his mum asking him to come

home.

Number warm up:
In these pyramids, each number is the
sum of the two blocks it is sitting on. Use
addition and subtraction to help you fill in
the missing numbers.

and...

Submit answers on Google Classroom.

Then, Studyladder -
Tasks are set on studyladder.  Please complete
for at least 20 mins. Then take some time out
and step away from the computer.
https://www.studyladder.com.au

https://www.studyladder.com.au/


Wednesday’s article!

Research shows land insect numbers are falling and putting
the world’s ecosystems at risk.

Butteflies, which give humans much joy with their beauty, are among the land-dwelling insects experiencing a drop in numbers.

The world has lost more than one-quarter of its land-dwelling* insects — such as ants, bees, butterflies, grasshoppers and fireflies — in the past 30 years,
but freshwater bugs such as dragonflies and mosquitoes have been rallying*, researchers have revealed. The findings were based on 166 sets of data* on
more than 10,000 species from 1676 sites in 41 countries dating as far back as 1925.

“The decline across insect orders on land is jaw-dropping*,” said Michigan State University butterfly expert Nick Haddad, who wasn’t part of the study.
“Ongoing decline on land at this rate will be catastrophic* for ecological systems and for humans,” he said.

Grasshoppers are among the land-dwelling insects whose numbers have dropped.

The figures showed the drop in land insect numbers was 27 per cent in 30 years.

However, insects such as mosquitoes — which live in the water as larvae — as well as midges, mayflies, water beetles
and caddisflies that spend at least part of their lives in freshwater, were found to have experienced a population
increase of about 11 per cent per decade.

Freshwater covers only about 2.5 per cent of the Earth’s surface, so the majority of insects live on land.

The number of insects on average has declined in the air, in the grass and on the soil surface, but not in trees or
underground, the researchers found.

Projecting the trends into the future shows that land-dwelling insects would experience a population drop of 24 per
cent over the next 30 years while the freshwater bugs would have a 38 per cent increase over the same period.

“Insects are a central part of almost all ecosystems* because they stand in the middle between the plants they eat and
the animals that eat insects, like birds, bats and lizards,” said entomologist* Roel van Klink, who was the lead author of
the research published in the journal Science.



“They also impact our own lives, often in ways we don’t think about. Insects pollinate* many of our crops, and without them, we would have no fruits and
no flowers. But at the same time, insects transmit terrible diseases like malaria, Zika and West Nile virus, they eat our crops and damage tree plantations,”
said van Klink, who works at the German Centre for Integrative Biodiversity* Research.

Mosquitoes and other freshwater bugs have seen an increase in numbers.

The study did not break down the findings by species*.

It did find that the strongest declines were in the midwest of the United States and in Germany.

There was very little data from South Asia and the Middle East, and limited data from Africa.

The researchers praised clean-water policies introduced in recent decades for the increase in
freshwater bugs.

They blamed the declines in land-dwelling insects to human activities such as habitat destruction and building more towns and cities on farmland as well
as light pollution and chemical pollution.

The researchers said the use of insecticides* and drought may have also played a role.

GLOSSARY

● land-dwelling: live on land

● rallying: improving

● data: information or evidence

● jaw-dropping: surprising

● catastrophic: disastrous

● ecosystems: all of the living and non-living things in an area

● entomologist: a person who studies insects

● pollinate: the process that allows plants to grow new plants

● biodiversity: the variety of living things in one place

● species: a group of similar living things

● insecticides: poisons designed to kill insect


